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ABSTRACT.

This dissertation presenrs results on the movement of subsurface warer rhrough the crystalline rocks

of Lugari-Chekalini area as controlled by the nature of [he aquifers and the paths available for rhe

water to flow. The study was aimed ar investigating the conduits for water flow as controlled by' the

rock structure resulting from the conracr between the Archean and Proterozoic-Palaeozoic groups of

rocks. The impact of the geology and geological structures on the groundwater flow was established

through a detailed field SLI rvey and s ratis tical analysis.

Both theoretical and empirical methods were applied to define the groundwater flow patterns

despite lack of hydraulic head data. Spring elevation head and discharge rates collected from a

number of protected springs formed the data sets that were analyzed using contouring techniques

to obtain flow lines from the water contour lines. The major faults bounding various geological

units were delineated using photogcological and ground truthing studies and then merged onto the

water contour maps. Correlation between the observed spring discharge rates and their closeness

to the faults proved the results of a fault interpreted on the water contour map. The westerly

groundwater flow in the area was inverted ti.),various directions by geological structures. Flow

models constructed along several traverses on the~yd~c>g(;()logical map showed that, the fault

controls water flow with exceptional conccntration antf movement of water attributed to other
!

factors like topography, folds and geological contacts,

Topographic controls indirectly relate geological structures to the water flow, since the observed

landforms arc a result of geological structures.


